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Investigation finds payments were made to Gupta-linked companies
Irregularities found in the management of third parties and adherence to SAP’s
compliance processes
No evidence of payments made to Eskom, Transnet employees or any government
official

WALLDORF, Germany — March 8, 2018 — SAP SE (NYSE: SAP) today announced final results of
its investigation into software contracts with South African state-owned enterprises (SOE) Transnet
SOC Ltd. and Eskom. The central findings confirm that there were payments to Gupta-related entities,
indications of misconduct relating to the management of Gupta-related third parties and irregularities in
the adherence to SAP’s compliance processes. The investigation also confirms that there is no
evidence of any payment or attempted payment made to any South African government official or any
employee of an SOE in connection with the Transnet and Eskom transactions. A summary of the
investigation findings can be found here.
Remedial Actions
SAP has been clear from the outset that it will not tolerate misconduct or wrongdoing. Presided over
by independent senior legal counsel, SAP instituted disciplinary proceedings against three senior
executives, who were put on administrative leave in July 2017 and formally suspended in October
2017. These executives have since resigned from SAP. Under South African labor law, a disciplinary
process cannot continue if an employee resigns. No severance was paid to any employee, and SAP
reserves its rights in respect of these executives. As reported in October, the fourth employee placed
on administrative leave has since returned to work.
Further to the announcement in October 2017 that SAP made significant changes to its global
compliance processes, the company has allocated additional legal compliance staff to the SAP Africa
market unit. SAP has also strengthened its independent Compliance Committee in the SAP Africa
region, and augmented the mandatory annual compliance training that every SAP Africa employee
must complete. This includes the certification of SAP’s Code of Business Conduct, with anti-bribery
rules.
All South African partners are going through revised due diligence processes. In addition, SAP
continues to investigate the public sector business in South Africa going back to 2010. If SAP
identifies any further matters of concern, it will address them with the same attention and robustness
as the Transnet and Eskom investigations.
Cooperation with Authorities
In November 2017, SAP notified the national head of the Directorate for Priority Crime and
Investigation (Hawks) of its willingness to cooperate with any investigation they may undertake. SAP
also continues to cooperate with the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, and remains committed to sharing all findings with both local and international
authorities.
As a private company, SAP is committed to uncovering and addressing any wrongdoing. SAP has
been able to implement sweeping improvements to its internal compliance processes; however, there
are limitations to what SAP can achieve in a complex investigation without having the investigative
powers of government authorities. Consequently, SAP is fully committed to continue cooperating with
both local and international authorities that do have comprehensive legal investigative powers across
borders.

SAP's Continued Commitment to South Africa
“This journey has taught us profound lessons and provided us with reasons to reflect on our business,
our processes and our responsibility towards our employees, customers, partners and the South
African public,” said Adaire Fox-Martin, member of the Executive Board of SAP SE, who leads SAP’s
business in Middle and Eastern Europe (MEE); Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA); and
Greater China. “The investigation has confirmed that even strong compliance systems are vulnerable,
and therefore require eternal vigilance. While we cannot turn back the clock, we can promise to do
better. To this end, we would like to reiterate the apology we made last year to our stakeholders in
South Africa. We remain committed to this country and the rest of the continent, and to growing our
business and investment here.”
SAP has launched a new go-to-market plan in Africa to maintain business continuity across the
continent. In addition, SAP recently announced the opening of an SAP® Leonardo Center location in
Johannesburg in the third quarter of 2018. SAP will also announce a new SAP Africa managing
director next week.
For more SAP news, visit the SAP News Center. Follow SAP on Twitter at @sapnews.
About SAP
As market leader in enterprise application software, SAP (NYSE: SAP) helps companies of all sizes and
industries run better. From back office to boardroom, warehouse to storefront, desktop to mobile device
– SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight
more effectively to stay ahead of the competition. SAP applications and services enable more than
378,000 business and public sector customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and grow
sustainably. For more information, visit www.sap.com.
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